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Schedule for this Session

3:00 Welcome and Overview - Dale Smith
3:20 Emerging NREN experiences panel
   Kevin Chege, Senior Network Manager, KENET (Kenya)
   Enrique Palaez, founding Executive Director, CEDIA (Ecuador)
4:05 South-South Workshops - Michael Foley
4:20 One Laptop per Child - Bob Dixon
4:35 Wrap-up - Dale Smith
What is the Emerging NREN SIG

• SIG focused on underserved areas and a forum for discussion and information sharing
• Not focused on any specific region
• Meet twice a year at Internet2 Member Meeting
• Mailing list nren-sig@internet2.edu
  • Subscribe via https://mail.internet2.edu/wws/
Notes about International Activities

• New format for International SIG meetings
• Other sessions of interest
  • National Identity Management Federations, 5pm
  • Pacific Islands BOF, tonight 8:30-9:30pm, Salon G
  • Session on US campuses overseas, Tue 1:15-2:30pm, Salons I/II/III
  • RENOG BOF, Wednesday 12-1:15pm, Alexandria
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